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conomic Instruments to Encourage Sustainability on Private
Woodlots Workshop - Notes from Discussion
Ottawa, Wednesday, October 22, 1997

Alternate DiscussionPapes
A request was made that an altemate paper be circulated. The group agreed to do SO,
provided that its content be blended into the proposed agenda.
Title of altemate paper: TaxIncentives/Disincentives to SustainableForest
Management:a Reviewof the Curtis StudyRecommendations.
Author: Mr. Bruce
Lunergan.
Some discussion between Mr. David Liston, co-author of the officia1 NRTEE discussion
paper, and Mr. Lunergan, developed at the beginning of the workshop. It centred, in part,
on the relationship between the notions of woodlot management “business” and the tax
criteria for “reasonable expectation of profit”. Eventually, both the participants and the
workshop agreed that this discussion should be left to Finance officiais. Other aspects of
the altemate paper were brought up as pertinent to the agenda during the balance of the
day.

Create New Tax Glass Based on Definitions of Woodlot Management and Woodlot.
Owner-Manager:
Participants had some difficulty focusing on this topic, as the proceedings were dismpted
by the collapse of the simultaneous translators’ box in the room and subsequent re-testing
of the equipment. They did, however, unanimously agree with the need for a separate
category or tax status for private woodlot owners and eventually agreed with the
definitions contained in the May 1992 Curtis report (Incidentally, both Mr. deMarsh and
Mr. Lunergan were members of the advisory committee for this report):
1.

Curtis repott’s proposed definition of woodlot management,“ ‘woodlot

management’ includesthe applicationof silvicultural techniquesin accordance
with a reasonablewoodlotmanagementplan on land ownedor leasedby a
woodlot managerbut doesnot includean office or employmentundera pers&
engagedin the businessof woodlotmanagement”.

2.

Curtis report’s proposed definition of woodlot manager, “uperson engaged in
the business of woodlot management (excluding operators of timber limits aspart
of logging, lumbering or papermaking or other similar businessesand
nurseymen) “_

A number of participants argued in favour of using ‘woodlot owner-manager’, rather than
‘woodlot manager’; they also strongly supported, with regard to the Curtis definitions, the
addition of references to relatively long timeframes and small size of private woodlot
operations.
There was much discussion in reference to the woodlot management plan which would
probably be required by tax officiais to show woodlot owner-managers’ seriousnessin
pursuing this kind of business. Some proposed that this plan involve forestry professionals
in some direct or indirect capacity, while other participants argued for setting standards (to
be met by such plans) in a mariner that would allow owner-managers to prepare those
plans without necessarily being forced to involve forestty professionals.
It was noted that failure to create a separate tax class would result in a negative impact on
the economy, considering the relative importance of private woodlots in the industrial
sector.
Overall, participants did not develop any türther the concept of ‘reasonable woodlot
management plan’ in terms of administration and qualifying criteria, other than mentioning
that this kind of plan might include traditional business components such as marketing,
implementation schedule, training.
Finally, some participants suggested that additional research be done on examining
provincial definitions used in other tax contexts, including property taxes, as well as
examining a broader definition of woodlots which would include easementsand other
forms of property interests.
Recommendations
Recommendation 1
Deductibility of Expenses and Losses
Participants suggested that identification of deductible items should be directiy related to
components of a reasonable management plan. They discussed how dollar amount limits
on deductibility might be related to size of woodlot operations but shied away from
venturing any specitïc numbers. The group concluded that simple mechanisms for relating
deductible expensesto plan contents were preferable.
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Recommendation 2
Cash vs. Accrual Accounting Basis
An example was X&red to .explain the difference between the two accounting methods:
relating to shifting the timing of expenseson thinning operations, depending on which
method is used.
Participants felt that the impact of this recommendation would be limited for woodlot
owner-managers. They also unanimously agreed that silviculture costs were the most
important aspect of this topic.
Recommendation 3
Depletion Allowance for Timber
Participants expressed mixed views as to whether this proposa1was an incentive or a
disincentive. They were also moderately perplexed about the relationship between this
allowance and an associated proposa1for a federally fùnded insurance program.’
Subsequently, it became clearer that an insurance program would make senseif this
allowance was denied.
It was pointed out that such an insurance plan would reduce the business risks of ownermanagers, induce more people into this line of business and eventually result in
sustainability. The group saw a logical relationship amongst management plans,
susceptibility to business risk and insurance plans.
At this point, participants were reminded that they should an$yze each economic incentive
in light of the industry’s two biggest problems:
l
l

overcutting and
lack of proper silviculture methods

One participant pointed out that this proposa1dealt with the acquisition cost of standing
timber and the timing of its harvesting. Others saw the proposa1as an incentive to defer
the early &tting of timber. although some scepticism was expressed about this position.
The group was wamed against the potential for investors looking for a tax shelter, and
concluded that the need for a balance between the interests of investors and wobdlot
owner-managers should be underlined.
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Recommendation 4
Income vs. Capital Treatment of Timber Sales
Participants saw two aspects to this recommendation:
.

inequity for owner-managers resulting from their inability to elect between either
method; and

.

inconsistencies in the application of rules in this tax domain, particularly with regard to
infrequent harvesting of timber.

The discussion led to other areas (not discussed) such as income averaging, GST and use
of woodlot for conservation easements.

Recommendation 5
Old Age Supplement
Up to 25% of woodlot owner-managers in New Brunswick were recipients of old age
supplements.
Three participants suggested that this measure could be counterproductive, concemed
many individual scenarios, and should be considered as a lower priority item.

Recommendation 6
Capital Gains Treatment on Disposition
It was agreed that two distinct aspects were contained in this recommendation:
.

l

..
ehgrbmty of woodlot owner-managers for the $500,000 exemption (an incentive to
build value in assets resulting in better sustainability, according to one participant); and
the intergenerational transfer of assets- an item of particular interest due to the long
timeframes associated with this kind of business.

It was strongly suggested that the discussion be broadened to include donation of
woodlots to charities and conservation authorities; although it was acknowledged that
changes were required to mles applying to a donor’s control of the value of a donation.
Participants expressed strong consensuson the importance of this recommendation.
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Recommendation 7
Investment Tax Credits
Research in demographics would be useful in assessingthe impact of this measure. An
example was mentioned: the average age of woodlot owner-managers in P. E. 1. was
approximately 62 years.
The importance of woodlot management plans in identifying the range of tax items was
pointed out. In this light, participants suggested the following items for consideration: plan
preparation costs, plan implementation costs, education and training (broaden availability
to operators), reforestation, pre-commercial thinning, certification fees, etc.
Participants were cautioned that investment tax credits were not necessarily the most tax
effective instruments a careful analysis of impacts was suggested.
Recommendation 8
Registered Forest Management Fund
This vehicle received wide support from the participants, especially in regards to the
treatment of larger sums of money over longer timeframes.
Recommendation 9
Government Funding
Participants supported these programs but did not offer specific suggestions as to what
types of ftmding could be the most effective.

A. Pacticipants produced stcong consensus on creating a new tax class ‘for woqdlot owner-managers
B. Participants agreed that the best move would be to combine cecommendations 1,4 and 6, while
showing tbeir direct impact on tbe~business of managing private woodlots.
Participants also noted a need to receive better interpcetation of income vs. capital treatment of
timber sales fmm Revenue Canada.
C.

Participants agreed that strong and specifïc support should be offered fa cegistered forest
management funds, in a mannec wbich already exists for environmental funds and provincial focest
trust funds.
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